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Terrorists gain
upper hand
PANIC GRIPS BRITAIN,
UNITED STATES
The Tribune-Democrat, Johnstown, Pa.

Britain appears to be succumbing to the
epidemic of terrorism panic that has
gripped the United States since the Sept. 11
terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center
and the Pentagon.
Police in London are issuing warnings of
impending attacks on the city’s financial
district following the terrorist bombings of
the London transportation system.
Police Chief James Hart said there was
no specific intelligence to indicate a possible attack on the
city’s financial cenIt is not our
ter, but he said that
place to tell the district was at risk.
So is almost
British what they every
other worthshould or should while target in
or elsenot do. We can Britain
where.
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this
only comment
remind you of the
that when – as many Homeland
seen in the
Security
prothat
United States – nouncements
this or that could
rules of justice be a terrorist tarand rights of get?
In
another
citizens are
announcement, the
British said they
changed or
are
considering
suspended,
establishing secret
courts to deal with
terrorists
terror suspects, and
already have to hold such suspects
without
won an
charge for longer
important
than the current 14day limit. Police
victory.
have asked the
government to extend the time a terror suspect can be held without charge to three
months.
It is not our place to tell the British what
they should or should not do. We can only
comment that when – as seen in the United
States – rules of justice and rights of citizens
are changed or suspended, terrorists
already have won an important victory.
And when a country’s people live in fear
of terrorist strikes here, there and everywhere, and when they jump at every suggestion of attack, the terrorists have won
again.

The father of ‘Supply Side’
WA S H I N G TON -- Jude
Wanniski might
have been called
the most important journalist of
his time, except
that the former
reporter
and
editorial writer
was never really ROBERT
a journalist. He
was an advocate NOVAK
who
changed Syndicated
the world. He Columnist
fathered supplyside economics,
which became the doctrine of
the Republican Party and
enabled it to be the nation's ruling party most of the last halfcentury.
When Wanniski died of a
heart attack Monday, he was at
the low point of his political
influence. The doors of the
mighty that opened for him in
the '70s and '80s long had been
closed. In an introduction to the
1998 edition of his book "The
Way the World Works," I wrote
that our friendship had
endured for 20 years because I
did not make the mistake of
others in trying to change his
mind. Alas, I was turned away
by his recent accusations of
neo-conservative war-mongering conspiracy and saw little of
him the last two years. Jude
was easy to love and hard to
get along with.

Supply-side principles that Wanniski enunciated
in Wall Street Journal editorials were embodied in
the Kemp-Roth tax cut bill, which became Reagan's
tax cuts.
Wanniski was a genius, the
smartest man I ever met. While
he made his living as an economic consultant, his real profession was changing the way
the world worked. He had
taught himself economics as he
learned card counting while a
young reporter in Las Vegas.
He saw the world in intricate
detail but also with a panoramic view from above. He knew
the Reagan tax cuts would generate economic growth. He was
certain a return to the gold
standard would have sustained
non-inflationary growth.
Jude was in search of a politician to become the perfect
instrument of his policies, and
the closest he ever came was
Jack Kemp. Wanniski's real
choice for president in 1980 was
Kemp, but he settled for
Ronald Reagan. Supply-side
principles that Wanniski enunciated in Wall Street Journal
editorials were embodied in the
Kemp-Roth tax cut bill, which
became Reagan's tax cuts. At
the 1980 and 1984 Republican
national conventions, Kemp
presided over strategy meetings that were orchestrated by
Wanniski.

Wanniski talked about being
a teen-age Democrat ringing
doorbells for Adlai Stevenson
before he became a Republican,
but he never was much of a
Republican. He always was
looking for a Democratic supply-sider, preaching to Jerry
Brown, Mario Cuomo, Bill
Bradley, Charlie Rangel and Bill
Clinton. He even had hope for
John Kerry, whom he endorsed
in 2004 because of his opposition to the Iraq war.
The presidential candidate
who was the worst fit for
Wanniski was Bob Dole in the
1996 campaign, based on a misunderstanding. Dole thought
he was taking on an economic
adviser to make him more
acceptable to the supply-siders.
He found in Wanniski a polymath who wanted to set policies on everything, and Dole
was not buying that. It was
Wanniski who fired Dole, not
the other way around.
The professional campaign
consultants wanted no part of
Wanniski. He talked Steve
Forbes into running for president in 1996 and then was
barred from the premises.
When Kemp became Dole's

running mate that year,
Wanniski was kept out. It is
hard to imagine a freethinking
Wanniski in the buttoned-down
regime of George W. Bush.
St. Jude is the patron of lost
causes, and Jude Wanniski lived
up to his name. He saw qualities others missed in Richard
Nixon, Ngo Dinh Diem,
Roberto D'Aubuisson, Saddam
Hussein, Augusto Pinochet,
Fidel Castro and Raul Cedras.
He tried hard to prove that
Ferdinand Marcos really won
the 1986 Philippine election
after trying to steal it. He antagonized clients with his warm
embrace of Louis Farrakhan.
The tragedy of Jude Wanniski
was that all of his colleagues
and friends ended up alienated
or at least estranged from him:
Arthur Laffer, Robert Mundell,
Lawrence Hunter, even Jack
Kemp. They were the losers. So
was I. It was not Jude's antiwar
views (which I largely shared)
but the ferocity of his attacks on
the Bush administration that
kept me away.
I missed hearing his brilliant
and cogent theories and his
overriding
optimism.
He
appeared on the national scene
with a political-economic strategy that convinced Americans
they need not be content with
double-digit interest rates, double-digit inflation and high
unemployment. That is a powerful legacy.

Flag amendment - at what cost?
The Daily Iowegian, as do
other newspapers, receives unsolicited opinions/editorials. Those
published do not necessarily represent the opinions of this newspaper.
By Jeff Isaac

With Patriot Day this coming September 11 looming in
the not so distant future, many
Americans have commenced
plans to proudly brandish the
American flag in every way
possible to the chagrin of Al
Queda. But, in doing so, will
these proud citizens actually
be breaking U.S. law? The
pending Flag Amendment
currently under Senate review
prohibits "physical desecration of the flag of the U.S.,"
which means one cannot treat
the flag "irreverently or disrespectfully". But, how enforceable will this inherently subjective law be? And, where do
we draw the line...or, is there a
line at all? Consider these,
among many, "what if's":
· Can one wear a flag on
their shirt or pants (torn blue

The irony of prospective Amendment XXVIII is
that, while politicians continue to further this
initiative under the guise of patriotism, the
reality is this self-defeating law will actually
undermine our liberties by, for one, limiting
freedom of self expression.
jeans included)?
· Is a toothpick flag inserted
into cupcakes disrespectful?
· Can one fly an old flag or
one with less stripes or stars
but looks like the real thing?
· What if, after our patriotic
celebrations, a paper flag is
thrown in the trash?
The irony of prospective
Amendment XXVIII is that,
while politicians continue to
further this initiative under
the guise of patriotism, the

reality is this self-defeating
law will actually undermine
our liberties by, for one, limiting freedom of self expression.
It’s admirable that our
nation‚s leaders want to perpetuate
the
ideal
of
“Americanism,” particularly
as our collective morale
diminishes as our sons and
daughters continue to perish
in Iraq, but at what cost?
Emotion is clearly clouding
perspective on the litany of

As a Vietnam Vet, I am as patriotic as they come,
but by creating a law that actually creates more
confusion, legal problems and impedes our
freedom is simply one that I can not and do not
endorse.

legal challenges this law will
pose, not to mention tax dollars that will be spent on what
will be a futile attempt to
enforce the unenforceable.
As a Vietnam Vet, I am as
patriotic as they come, but by
creating a law that actually creates more confusion, legal
problems and impedes our
freedom is simply one that I
can not and do not endorse.
America’s politicians need not
worry about how fighting
against this “hot button” initiative will impact their so-called
image, or how their constituents will perceive their
self-professed status as a patriot, as the truth of the matter is
that they will be doing our
nation’s citizens a great service.
Jeff Isaac, founder and president of The Lawyer in Blue Jeans
Group, is an attorney offering
perspective on both personal legal
issues as well as those current
events in law that affect society
on a day-to-day basis. He can be
reached through his Web site at
lawyerinbluejeans.com.

